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ABSTRACT 

Main traffic overload situations as well as 
different characteristics of traffic overload 
occur~ng in telephone systems of local type 
are considered. An approximate mathematical 
method enabling study of a system's performance 
when traffic in t~e sys~em increases is devel
oped. 

As far as possible the method takes into ac
count the main parameters ' describing the 
system's processing. They are: 

- Subscriber behaviour • 

- Different characteristics of overload. 

,- ': System ,design, includ;ing time-outs. 

In order to exemplify the method, a simple 
telep~one system is studied. The results are 
~~mpa~ed with those obtained by means of time 
true ' simulations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

On sever~l occasions the possibility of unde
sirable effects of traffic overload on a tele
phone system's traffic handling capacity have 
been observed. 

Measurements on real traffic have shown that in 
extreme cases the traffic overload influenced 
the system's peFformance in such a manner that 
its effective traffic capacity even decreased. 

This effect may lead to loss of income for the 
, telephone adfuinistrations ~nd cause inconve
nience , to the subscribers. 

However, it has also been found that not all 
systems behave in this way. This leads to the 
conclusion that a system's reaction to traff1c 
overload depends on the system's design and 
the dimensioning of its different parts. 

Even if a system's performance under overload 
conditions is known a clear explanation 'ofits 
behaviour is not .always possible. 

A mathematical 'model is presented in this paper 
which enables the study of a telephone system's 
behaviour when traffic increases.' The model 
also provides information on the effectiveness 
of preventive actions for minimizing the un
desirable effects of overload. 

2. GENERAL 

Telephone systems are dimensioned according to 
the busy .hour concept, i.e. a system is suppos
~d to satisfy a prescribed grade of service for 
a given constant traffic value • 

Systems dimensioned in this way give satisfac
to~y serviye for almost all traffic situations 
occurring in th~ system. However, there will be 
occasions when the percentage of rejected calls 
in the system is higher than that stipulated • 
This situation may occur when: 

The real busy hour traff~c is higher than the 
one u~ed for dimensioning, due to: 

a) Wron'g prediction for traffic. 
b) Normal traffic variations. 
c) Temporary or permanent increase of the 

subs~ribers' activities resulting in 
greater demand for telephone service. 

Shortage of switching equip.ment, due to: 

a) Wrong dimensioning of the system. 
b) Failure s. 

In all the cases the system can be considered 
to work under overload conditions and conse
quently cannot provide the prescribed grade of 
service. 

For a successful study of a system's ability 
to handle traffic under overload conditions it 
is necessary to describethe real system proces
sing as truly as possible and 'consider the 
entire excha nge. The parameters considered here 
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are: 

- Subscrib€r behaviour: 

a) Repeated call attempts. 
b) Busy called subscriber. 
c) Absent called subscriber (not answering). 
d) Wrong number dialled. 

- Different characteristics of overload: , 

a) Traffic overload caused by increased in-
tensity of fresh calls. 

b) Traffic overload caused by increased aver-
age holding time of speech path. 

- System design. 

a) Network configuration. 
b) Routing principle. 
c) Interdependence between the main elements 

of the system i.e: 
• connecting network. 
• registers. 
• common control system. 

d) Time outs. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSIDERED SYSTEM PRO
CESSING. 

3.1. SUBSCRIBER BEHAVIOUR. 

The system's performance to a great extent 
depends on the subscribers' behaviour and their 
reaction when they receive unsatisfactory ser
vice. 

A calling subscriber may fail to receive the 
desire~ service owing to: 

- Wrong number dialled. 

The called subscriber is busy. 

1 The called subscriber is free but absent (not 
1, answering) • 

- No free path available in the connecting net-
work, internal congestion. / 

- Rejection because of time outs. 

In all the cases subsc'ribers, when rej ected,' 
might react by repeating call attempts. This 
results in a higher intensity of calls than 
would occur if satisfactory service were always 
received on first call attempts. The unsuccess
ful calls produce in this way an ineffective 
traffic load on different parts of the tele
phone system. 

When the traffic load in the system increases, 
the number of repeated calls also increases. 
Very often extreme overload situations may oc
cur when traffic overload producing repeated 
calls increases owing to repeated calls. 

Assuming the probability of rejection E, to be 
the sam~ for all attempts and when the proba
bility of making a new attempt, H, when the 
previous one has fa 'iled ', t 'o he 'constant -' we 
obtain: 

Average number of attempts per fresh call 

1- H,E 

Percentage of successful calls 

I-lE 

(-H-£ 
Percentage of ca11s giving up 

E.·(1-H) 
f-H'E 

Average number of repetitions per fresh call 

,·ITe 7 
11 

H'E 
1- H·E 

and the average number of attempts per handled 
call 

1 
1- E 

3.2. SYSTEM, DESIGN. 

Modern telephone systems of local type consist 
mainly of three parts: 

Connecting network. 

- Registers. 

_ Common control system. 

In a local system the following connections 
occur: • a) Connection of subscriber to register. 

b) Local speech connections. 

c) Incoming speech connections. 

d) Outgoing speech connections. • Normally the different types of connection make 
use of different numbers of connection stages. 

A telephone system can be designed in many dif
' ferent ways. In this article the general system 
configuration considered will be as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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The assumption does not mean any limitation for 
the method as it can be easily adjusted to oth& 
types of system configuration. 

CONNECTING 
NETWORK 

----------~~.~--~~ 

COMMON CONTROL 

~YSTEM 
INCOMING 
REGISTERS 

FIG. 1.- SYSTEM CONFIGURATION CONSIDERED. 

When studying the system's reaction to over
load the following must be remembered: 

- Each call has to be connected to a register 
before the speech path can be set up. 

• 
• 

- Different parts of the system may be over
loaded to different degrees. For instance, 
over1oad in the different outgoing routes 
might not necessarily occur at the same time. 

_ The relation between handled ca11s of the 
different types will change with increasing 
traffic. As the percentage of rejected calls 
increases, the number of repeated calls 



• 

increases and calls to registers increase. 

- The system's behaviour during overload depends 
on the systems dimensioning for normal traf
fic cond'itions, i.e. upon which part of the 
system constitutes the "bottle neck". 

).). DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC OVER
LOAD. 

Traffic overload may be caused by a change of 
subscribers' behaviour. For instance: 

a) ' The subscribers increase the average holding 
time per conversation while the intensity of 
fresh calls remains unchanged. 

b) The subscribers increase the intensity of 
fresh calls while the average hOlding time 
remains constant. 

As well as the two main characteristics, there 
may occur intermediate cases. The different 
types of overload will have different influen
ces on the system's different parts and will 
cause different degrees of inconvenience. 

In the case of (b) the system will have to set 
up more ~onnections to register than in the 
case of (a). 

• As the number of rejected calls increases, the 
proportion of ineffective traffic will be con
sequently gre~~er in the case of (b) than in 
the case ~f , (a). 

• 
• 

It can also be seen that a ' common control 
system has different mixtures of calls to 
handle in the diffe~ent cases (a) and (b). 

4. THE ANALYTICAL METHOD. 

4.1. ASSUMPTIONS. 

The analytical method is developed under the 
following assumptions: 

'a) The traff'ic is equally distributed over all 
subscribers. 

b) Speech connections are set up on a loss 
basis. 

c) Common control system operates on a delay 
basis • 

d) Registers may operate either o~ a delay or 
on a lo~s basis. 

4.2. DEFINITIONS. 

TABLE t 

, (I) . ~, (I) 

z · z 
..J 0 Cl 2 w 0 
4( t z t- t- ~ t DEFINITION g - 0 ~ w o W 0 ~ W 
..J Z ~ ~ a: o z z o z 

8 ~ 00 ~ 8 o 0 t-

-
Percentage at calls offered to common 

°lV control system but rejected due to time Pl Rl 
out. 

Pereeatate of calls offered to registers 
P2 °2" R2 

but rejected due to time out. 

Probability of buSy subscriber. P'3 °3V R3 

Percent8ge of calls reject80 due to P4 Q4V R4 
congestion in the connecting netwl:'rk. 

Percentage of a subscriber's frlK' time P5 as" R5 
during which he does not answer. 

Percentage of calls leaving the system 
P6 as" R6 due to wrong number d"alled. 
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TABLE 2 

> 
(I) 

(I),. 
(I) 

Z 
Cl ~ W 

Z 
0 ' 0 

..J - ~ t 4( t- ~·t 5 DEFINITION g ~ o W 0 ~~ ..J z Cl z a: z 5 ~ 0 ' ~8 8 o 0 t-

Average delay for calls handled by the 
dl common control system. S 1" Z1 

Average delay for calls handled by the 
d 2 S2V z2 registers. 

Average holding time of registers. ct3 S3V z3 

Average holding time of speech path 
in the case of called subscriber not d.i S4V z4 
answering. 

Average holding time of speech path 
d5 S6" z6 in the case of wrong number dialled. 

Average holding time of speech path da 'a" za for successful connections. 

N Total number of subscribers in the exchange 

k Total number of outgoing routes in the ex
change. 

Yl = Total intensity of fresh calls in t~e ex
change for local connections. 

Y2Y= Intensity of fresh outgoing calls to route 
v. 

d o 

Total intensity of fresh incoming calls in 
the exchange. 

Average dialling time for local connections 

sov= Average dialling time for outgoing connec
tions to route ~. 

Average dialling time for incoming connec
tions. 

Time out for delay on common control 
system. 

Time out for delay on local registers. 

Time out for delay on incoming registers. 

Percentage of local calls rejected due 
to any reason. 

E2,,,= Percentage of outgoing calls to route V, 
rejected due to ' any reason. 

E) = Percentage of incoming calls rejected due 
to any reason. 

Assumtion: Probability P l •••• P 6 ; Qlv •••• Q6V and 

R
l 

•••• R6 are independent of each other. 

Then we obtain: 

t; 

E = f - (i-E)·7T (t-R.) 
f 1~=f /" 

('6 ) 

6 

C2V= 1- (1- 'r2fV)j!; (t-~v) 
t; 

£3= 1- (f-R');U1[,{t-ty.J (8) 

Total call intensity in the exchange for local 
connections: 
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f 
f- H'c, ' YI 

Call intensity in the exchange for outgoing 
connections to route ~: 

f 
XZV= I-H'cz

v 
. Yzv 

Total call intensity in the exchange for 
ing connections: 

(10) 

incom-

conne~tio~~ Q3~ dep~nds on the traffic load per 
subscriber in the distant exchanges. 

The functions ' PI' P 2 , P4' Ql\ol, . Q2)/' Q4V, and 
RI' R2 , R4 characterize the switching system 
and depend on the traffic load. It i$ assumed 
that these function s are known also for high 
congestion in the network. 

The functions P 3 , QJY and R3 depend on the traf
fic load per su6scr1ber; while P5 , P6, Q5V' Q6V 
and R5 , R6 characterize the behaviour of sub
scribers. 

For different traffic loadsin the exchange the 
common control system wi~l receive a different 
mixture of calls to be handled. see table 3. 

TABLE 3.- CALLS OFFERED TO mE COMMON CONTROL SYSTEM 

TYPE OF CALL 
LOCAL OUTGOING INCOMING 

CONNECTIONS CONNECTIONS <XJNNF.CI'XH 

le:. 
Path search for 

4.3. FORMULAE FOR DETERMINATION OF A SYSTEM'S 
OVERLOAD ABILITY. 

. calls to registers. f1 I..(,.J111 ~ 
)1=1 

Traffic load on local feed junctors: 
. 4 5 

AL=Xt{I-P,){d*·Ps·7T(i-l!)+d5"·1i·1((1-~)+ 
/'t-=f / 6 /4-1 

+~~7J;(f-~)J (12) 

Traffic load on outgoing route ~: 

* AOy=X2y·{t-QIV){S4V·r;,5vJ!,(f-~y!+ 
5 (; 

+ Ss,;~.j!,(f-~,,)+ -%Y;/J(f-~,,)J 
Total outgoing traffic: 

k 

AO= L Aov 
v=f 

Incoming traffic: 

Traffic load on local registers: 
l 

ARL = xf-~'7T (f-I}.) + 
/t:. f le: . Z 

+ ;;XZy'S3V~1(, (f-~v) 
Traffic load on incoming registers: 

Traffic load per subscriber oG: 

()(, = ()(, h + «0 
o(,IJ= N.L{ARL+Ar +Ao + 2'AL ] 

(14) 

(16) 

(18) 
tX.,D= X,-/;-[T;- tt+(I-P,)[d,+Pz tz+(t-p2.)dz.]]+ 

+t·txzv[Q,y,t, +(f-~t")[S')I+~Z,,.f2 +(t-~l)l)S2V]j 
For local a~g incoming connections we get: 

The probability of busy subscriber for outgoing 
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le 
Setting up of ~f.(f-Pz ) r(J,~ (f-Q.zv) ~'(1-Rz) calls to registers. 

\1=1 

Z k 2 Z. 
Identification: of 

~·rr(f ··P. ) rlAJl~rr{t-~lI} ~,rr(1-R ) the desired 
destination. '/,=1 .~ )I=t ~-::1 'ft:. 'jA 

Path search to 3 k 2 
tj!;(f-5-J free subscribers f/rr(1-~) L ~fY 7( (i-~1I) or to outpoing 

routes. ,,:1 . y:j 1'-# 
Setting up of ~ k Z it-. 
calls finding free 9/rr(1-~) LW,~ (f-Q/t.,) rr (t.~~) ~· rr(1-~) 
path. ~=f . )/-:f :,I"=f .~=1 

Where 

The formulae specified above are used for 
studies of a system's ability to handle traffic 
under overload conditions, both when: 

a) The traffic overload is caused by increased 
intensity of fresh calls, while the holding 
time of speech path remains unchanged. 

b) The traffic overload is caused by increased 
holding time of speech path, while the in
tensity of fresh calls remains unchanged. 

5. STUDIES PERFORMED. 

At present there does not exist any reliable 
method for the calculation of waiting times for 
device groups connected to a link system and 
operating on a delay basis. 

Therefore, t~e mathematical method for traffic 
overload analysis described in the previous 
chapter will be used to study a simple telephone 
system where the registers will be assumed to 
operate on a loss basis. This study is checked 
by means of time-true simulations. 

5.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED SYSTEM. 

The trunking diagram of the studied system is 
shown in Fig. 2 and the path dia~ra~ in Fig. 3 
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• 
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CONNECTING NETWORK 

A B 

COMMON CONTROL 
SYSTEM , 

c 

FIG. 2. TRUNKING DIAGRAM FOR THE STUDIED SYSTEM 

REGISTERS 

LOCAL FEED 
JUNCTORS 

FIG. 3. pATH DIAGRAM FOR THE STUDIED SYSTEM. 

Further the system has the following charac
teristics: 

- For~ the sake of simplicity the system is as
sumed ~o handle calls to regist~rs and local 
calls only. 

- Both the local calls . and calls to registers 
are set up on a loss basis by means of con
ditional seiection. In the latter case to a 
group of devices. 

- .The Common Control System is composed of a 
single device aple to serve all the types of 
call occurring in the system. It works on a 

'delay basis • 

5.2. CALCULATIO~ OF DELAY FOR COMMON CONTROL 
SYSTEM. . 

, When calculating the average delay for calls 
handled by the common control system the follow . 
ing must 'be taken into account: -

- Calls rejected due to time out do not load 
the system. 

- The delay ' for waiting calls does not exceed 
time out t l • 

The different types of calls handled by the com 
mon control system and corresponding holding -
times are shown in table 4 

TABLE 4 

TYPE OF CALL CALL INTENSITY HOLDING TIME 

la., 

Path search for calls to registers. !.=xt -(t-7;) h 

Setting' up of calls to registers. ~l: ff'(1-Pz) f . 
l· h 

Identification of the desired 
2 

destination. fa: j1·1T (1-~) ~.h 
1'=1 

Path search for calls to free subs-
~ 

~*= j1·rr (1-~) 2·/1 cribers. 
~., 

Setting up of calls finding free ~S= f/ft(1-~} h 
path. )1.=' 

Put 

(20) 

The average holding time h will be: 

and average traffic load, le: 

The average delay for delayed cails is in ac
cordance with Pollaczek-Khintchine formula: 

Where 62
= variance for the holding times •. An 

approximate delay distribution is then deduced 
assuming negative exponential distribution for 
the delays with the average delay diD-

We thus obtain the probability of delay exceed
ing tl: 

and the average delay for handled calls 
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5.3. CALCULATION PF CONGESTION FOR REGISTER 
CALLS. 

The probability of congestion for register 
~alls is calculated from ' the following appro
ximate formula: 

number of register columns. 

number of registers. 

O<i
h 

speech and register traffic handled per 
subscriber. 

b 

()(, 

traffic handled per Blink. 

probability of busy subscriber. 

The variables n and m are defined in Fig. 3. 

(30) 

0(. = «'0"" ()(,h 

OC o= Xr!i{T::t1+ (f-p,)-dtl 

N·t;(h= ARL -+ 2· AL (33 ) 

5.4. CALCUALTION OF CONGESTION FOR LOCAL CON
NECTIONS. 

For the deduction of the congestion formula 
for local connections it is assumed that the 
two subscribers are located in different sub
scriber groups. The following approximate for
mula is used: 

, n'1 m-p ft(m-p-V) '* = LG{p)LG1(v;'[e+(1-,e).C'/J (34) 

f=O v:::O 

Nf:m·f,°'lt (J5) 

(36) 

c = At. 
1 Ni 

where 

NI number of local feed functors. 

~l number of columns occupied by local feed 
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junctors. 

5.5. RESULTS. 

The rusults of the study are shown in diagrams 
1 - 5. 

The x-axis in the diagrams represents the percen~ 
age of time during which the subscriber is oc
cupied. The curves give the register handled 
traffic and the speech handled traffic per sub
scriber respectively which can be read off on 
the y-axis. 

The simulations have been carried out utilizing 
the simulation, language SIMULA. 
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